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ABSTRACT

Background Blind people depend on spatial and temporal representations to perform activities of daily living and compete in sport.

Objective The aim of this study is to determine the spatiotemporal characteristics of long jumps performed by blind athletes and compare findings with those reported for sighted athletes.

Methods We analysed a sample of 12 male athletes competing in the F11 Long Jump Finals at the Paralympic Games in London 2012. Performances were recorded using four high-speed cameras, and speeds were measured using a radar speed gun. The images were processed using validated image analysis software.

Results The long jump run-up is shorter in blind athletes than in sighted athletes. We observed statistically significant differences for body centre of mass velocity and an increase in speed over the last three strides prior to take-off, contrasting with reports for sighted athletes and athletes with less severe visual impairment, who maintain or reduce their speed during the last stride. Stride length for the last three strides was the only spatial characteristic that was not significantly associated with effective jump distance. Blind long jumpers extend rather than shorten their last stride. Contact time with the take-off board is longer than that reported for sighted athletes.

Conclusion The actions of blind long jumpers, unlike those without disabilities, do not vary their leg actions during the final runway approach for optimal placement on the take-off board.

INTRODUCTION

Physically impaired people frequently need assistance to perform activities of daily living and compete in sport. Blind athletes, for example, require assistance from a sighted guide. The organisation, identification and interpretation of sensory inputs to represent and understand one’s surroundings are among the most important basic psychological processes.

Space, like time, is not an innate notion. In sport, athletes slowly become aware of their surroundings through an initial perception of their bodies in space and the ensuing changes that occur, such as motor and sensory responses. Conceptualisation of position, location, direction and distance is necessary for efficient motor performance. Spatial representation in blind people, however, is a slower, more complex process that requires accurate information and adequate training.

Space is generally perceived from the position of an object in space, and the information needed for processing this is usually provided by vision, touch or kinesthetic senses. The understanding of space is additionally complemented by the orientation of the person’s body in
relation to the surrounding physical space. Spatial perceptual skills encompass the ability to determine the position of one’s body and objects in space, the ability to use spatial references, and the ability to successfully navigate this space. 10 11

People are considered blind when they have total vision loss or light perception only; they have a visual acuity of 0.05 or less and a field radius of less than 10°. 8 The International Paralympic Committee classifies visually impaired athletes into three sport classes known as T/F11–12–13. Those with the most severe visual impairment (ie, very low visual acuity and/or no light perception) are included in sport class T/F11. 12 13

Long jump has featured as a paralympic sport since 1976. 14 All athletes are required to wear opaque glasses or equivalent during competition to ensure equal level of visual impairment. 15 They thus need to follow the instructions of a sighted guide in their approach to the jump, which ends in a pit measuring 1.00 m×1.22 m. 12 The approach, or run-up, is one of the key components of a successful jump. It is largely dependent on consistency of stride length, number of strides and the achievement of an optimal speed just before take-off. 10–25

Sighted athletes can adjust their approach during the final phase of the run-up; blind athletes, however, cannot make this visual adjustment, and it could therefore be hypothesised that any changes in final strides would be the result of training targeting the take-off action, with no adjustments in final approach. 27 28

The aim of this study was to determine the spatiotemporal characteristics of long jumps performed by blind athletes in the F11 sport class at the Paralympic Games in London, with a focus on variables corresponding to the last three strides taken before take-off and a comparison with findings reported for sighted long jumpers.

Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the bioethics committee at the University of Barcelona (IRB00003099). Anonymity was guaranteed, and the study was conducted in full compliance with the principles of the fifth revision of the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association (October 2000).

METHODS
Participants
The sample consisted of 12 male athletes (mean±SD height 1.79±0.08 m, body mass 73.7±6.4 kg and official distance of 5.82±0.45 m) from 10 countries who participated in the F11 Long Jump Finals at the XIV Paralympic Games held in London.

Procedure
All the jumps made by the 12 athletes were video-recorded to analyse spatiotemporal and mechanical characteristics of the last three strides in the run-up and take-off phases of the jumps.

The following temporal variables were studied: contact time (tc), flight time (tFL), stride time (tSTR), calculated as tSTR=tc+tFL, and stride frequency (SF), calculated as SF=1/tSTR. The spatial variables were official jump distance, stride length (SL) and body centre of mass (BCM) height (h=1.226×tFL 2 ) during the aerial phase of each stride.

Spatiotemporal variables included horizontal BCM velocity (VBCM), stride speed (VSTR=SF×SL) vertical speed (Vy=g×tFL/2), speed at moment of take-off (Vr=(VBCM 2 +Vy 2 )0.5 ) and take-off angle (α=tan−1(Vy/VBCM)).

The data were analysed from video recordings captured using four EXILIM Highspeed EX-F1 cameras (300 Hz) (Casio, Japan), validated by Nojima. 29 VBCM was measured with a Stalker II Pro radar speed gun (Applied ConceptSTR, Texas, USA).

Kinovea V.0.8.15 (available at http://www.kinovea.org) was used to display the video recordings frame by frame. 30 Data were extracted by two researchers experienced in the analysis of high-speed recordings in two sessions at least 7 days apart.

The accuracy of the times recorded was verified by calculating interobserver reliability. A third experienced observer re-examined 10% of the recorded data. The data matched in 57% of cases. In 36% of cases, there was a difference of one frame, and in the remaining 7% there was a difference of two frames. The two-frame difference corresponded to 0.0006 s, which was the equivalent of an error of 1.3% for the calculation of SF. The intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.9945 (95% CI 0.9888 to 0.9974).

One-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the means of the variables analysed in the last three strides of the run-up for all athletes. The independent variable, or within-subjects factor, was the result of the jump and there were 11 dependent variables.

A Bonferroni post-hoc test was used to correct for multiple comparisons. This is the most conservative of the multiple testing correction methods. It is similar to the t-test, but the error (0.05) is divided by the number of comparisons made. The null hypothesis tested was that the means of the different strides would be the same, and the alternative hypothesis was that they would be significantly different.

The assumptions in such a design are normality of distribution and sphericity. As the assumption of normality was violated, the alternative non-parametric Friedman test was used to test for significant differences between the strides. This test does not,
however, indicate which pairs of conditions are different.

$$X^2 = \frac{12}{HK(K+1)} \sum R^2_c - 3H(K+1)$$

where $X^2$ is the Friedman ANOVA statistic by ranks, $H$ is the number of jumps, $K$ is the number of related variables and $\sum R^2_c$ is the sum of ranks for each column squared. The dependent variables are scaled at the ordinal level and do not need to fit a specific distribution.

Sample size and corresponding statistical power were also considered during the study design phase. However, in studies where this step has been omitted, it is important to calculate and specify effect size as a post-hoc analysis.

To this end we used the following tests to adjust the error. The Bonferroni test may be too conservative to compare times in such a small sample, and its omission could therefore be justified as it could result in a failure to detect certain differences. The Holm test is based on the Bonferroni inequality and is valid regardless of the joint distribution of the test statistics. The Holm procedure is less conservative and hence more powerful than the Bonferroni correction. It uses a step-wise procedure to examine the ordered set of null hypotheses, starting with the smallest $p$ value and continuing until it is no longer able to reject a null hypothesis.

## RESULTS

Table 1 shows the results for the dependent variables in the Friedman test. With the exception of SL, the values for all the other variables were the highest, and therefore there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there are significant differences between run-up strides 1–2–3 (table 1).

Calculation of the effect size in the post-hoc tests showed an absence of statistically significant differences between variables a2-a3, SF2-SF3, h2-h3, $t_{FL2}$-$t_{FL3}$, $t_{STR2}$-$t_{STR3}$ and $V_y2$-$V_y3$. However, significant differences were observed between a1-a2, a1-a3, SF1-SF2, SF1-SF3, h1-h2, h-h3, Ls1-Ls2, Ls2-Ls3, $t_c1$-$t_c2$, $t_c1$-$t_c3$, $t_c2$-$t_c3$, $t_{FL1}$-$t_{FL3}$, $t_{STR1}$-$t_{STR2}$, $t_{STR1}$-$t_{STR3}$, $V_r1$-$V_r2$, $V_r1$-$V_r3$, $V_r2$-$V_r3$, $V_{STR1}$-$V_{STR2}$, $V_{STR1}$-$V_{STR3}$, $V_{x1}$-$V_{x2}$, $V_{x1}$-$V_{x3}$, $V_{x2}$-$V_{x3}$, $V_{y1}$-$V_{y2}$ and $V_{y1}$-$V_{y3}$ (table 2).

## DISCUSSION

The results of this study show us which spatiotemporal variables associated with run-up strides in long jumps by blind athletes have a determining effect on jump results, and also allow us to compare findings with those reported for sighted athletes. Few studies have analysed long jump approaches and take-off actions by blind or sighted athletes.

Sighted long jump athletes visually regulate their strides and use visual cues such as the position of the take-off board in their approach to the jump, and this visual regulation of stride pattern has been found to correlate positively with jump distance. The detection of variable foot placement patterns on take-off boards in skilled long jumpers also suggests the use of visual regulation. Athletes, however, who cannot see or have only minimal light perception, and who are additionally required to wear opaque glasses or similar in competition situations, need to use auditory cues such as claps or shouts from their guide to orientate themselves with respect to the runway and take-off board. Runway distance is shorter for blind athletes than for sighted athletes. In London 2012, for example, the distance was 22–32 m for the Paralympic group.
Games compared with 28–44 m for the Olympic Games.  
Numerous authors have found a correlation between speed in the last stages of the run-up and long jump distance.  
Very few studies, however, have analysed these aspects in blind athletes.  
We will therefore focus on discussing the results of our series and drawing comparisons with reports for athletes with less visual impairment and elite athletes without visual impairment.  
In our series, we found statistically significant differences for BCM velocity between Vx1-Vx2, Vx1-Vx3 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Post-hoc</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Bonferroni correction</th>
<th>Holm correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a1-a2</td>
<td>10.995</td>
<td>6.264e-10</td>
<td>6.264e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a1-a3</td>
<td>10.401</td>
<td>1.760e-09</td>
<td>1.173e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2-a3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>SF1-SF2</td>
<td>7.496</td>
<td>5.119e-07</td>
<td>3.413e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF1-SF3</td>
<td>7.764</td>
<td>2.898e-07</td>
<td>2.898e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF2-SF3</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>h1-h2</td>
<td>10.995</td>
<td>6.264e-10</td>
<td>6.264e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h1-h3</td>
<td>10.401</td>
<td>1.760e-09</td>
<td>1.173e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h2-h3</td>
<td>0.5943</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL*</td>
<td>SL1-SL2</td>
<td>3.785</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL1-SL3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL2-SL3</td>
<td>3.785</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tC</td>
<td>tC1-tC2</td>
<td>14.247</td>
<td>4.131e-12</td>
<td>4.131e-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tC1-tC3</td>
<td>8.095</td>
<td>1.454e-07</td>
<td>9.695e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tC2-tC3</td>
<td>6.152</td>
<td>1.026e-05</td>
<td>3.420e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tFL</td>
<td>tFL1-tFL2</td>
<td>11.076</td>
<td>5.458e-10</td>
<td>5.458e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tFL1-tFL3</td>
<td>9.910</td>
<td>4.260e-09</td>
<td>2.840e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tFL2-tFL3</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tSTR</td>
<td>tSTR1-tSTR2</td>
<td>9.703</td>
<td>6.247e-09</td>
<td>4.165e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tSTR1-tSTR3</td>
<td>10.309</td>
<td>2.073e-09</td>
<td>2.073e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tSTR2-tSTR3</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vr</td>
<td>Vr1-Vr2</td>
<td>5.716</td>
<td>2.841e-05</td>
<td>9.473e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vr1-Vr3</td>
<td>12.442</td>
<td>5.932e-11</td>
<td>5.932e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vr2-Vr3</td>
<td>6.725</td>
<td>2.778e-06</td>
<td>1.852e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTR</td>
<td>VSTR1-VSTR2</td>
<td>5.306</td>
<td>7.540e-05</td>
<td>2.513e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VSTR1-VSTR3</td>
<td>12.382</td>
<td>6.509e-11</td>
<td>6.509e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VSTR2-VSTR3</td>
<td>7.075</td>
<td>1.275e-06</td>
<td>8.505e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vx</td>
<td>Vx1-Vx2</td>
<td>5.114</td>
<td>1.197e-04</td>
<td>3.990e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vx1-Vx3</td>
<td>14.065</td>
<td>5.333e-12</td>
<td>5.333e-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vx2-Vx3</td>
<td>8.951</td>
<td>2.612e-08</td>
<td>1.741e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vy</td>
<td>Vy1-Vy2</td>
<td>10.889</td>
<td>7.517e-10</td>
<td>7.517e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vy1-Vy3</td>
<td>10.578</td>
<td>1.289e-09</td>
<td>8.596e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vy2-Vy3</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not significant.
SL, stride length.
Vx2-Vx3, and a progressive increase in speed through the antepenultimate, penultimate and last stride (8.18–8.26–8.38 m/s). Reports for visually impaired athletes competing in the F12 and F13 classes (visual field of <5° and <20° radius, respectively) show that these either decrease or maintain their speed in the last stride of the approach.24 25 31 39 Overall, the run-up speeds and jump distances were lower in our series of F11 athletes, supporting previous reports of a correlation between approach speed and effective jump distance.19 38 41

Instantaneous horizontal velocity (VBCM) recorded for long jump finalists at the International Blind Sports Federation 2009 European Athletics Championships in the last three strides was 8.45–8.82–8.41 m/s for F12 athletes and 8.15–8.37–8.06 m/s for F13 athletes, showing a reduction in horizontal speed in the last stride in both cases. This finding is in contrast to our observations. Higher instantaneous horizontal velocities have been reported for sighted long jumpers in the last two or three strides, with speeds of 9.82–9.82 m/s recorded at the 2007 European Cup Athletics Indoor Championships42 and of 10.46–10.52–10.40 m/s and 10.37–9.63–10.69 m/s at the 2009 and 2011 World Championships in Athletics, respectively.24 43

In our series, stride speed (VSTR), which corresponds to the time between one contact with the ground and the next, was 8.05–9.00–9.60 m/s for the last three strides. We are unable to compare these speeds with those achieved by long jumpers in other categories, as stride speed was not analysed in the studies we identified. We believe, however, that this variable is interesting as it provides information on leg action. The increase in stride speed in the last three strides was higher than that observed for BCM (Vx), although we observed no significant differences between VSTR1-VSTR2, VSTR1-VSTR3 and VSTR2-VSTR3 and V1-Vr2, V1-Vr3 and V2-Vr3.

Vertical speed at take-off (Vy) was 0.60–0.6–0.40 m/s for the last three strides in our series. The corresponding BCM heights were 1.95–2.10–0.85 cm, showing a slight variation in BCM during the strides, although the differences between h2-h3 and Vy2-Vy3 were not significant.

SL measured for the last three strides was the only spatial variable that was not significantly associated with jump result, although the trend detected for SL1 and SL3 is similar to that reported for sighted athletes. A short–long–short stride pattern has been reported for sighted athletes in the final jump approach (ie, a short antepenultimate stride followed by a long penultimate stride and a short last stride).22 23 26 34-47 An identical pattern has been described for F12 athletes (1.95–2.12–1.88 m) and F13 athletes (1.89–2.00–1.82 m).35 40 In our series, SL was 1.99–2.20–2.15 m, indicating that F11 athletes do not significantly shorten their last step due to a lack of spatial perception.

SF in our series (4.05–4.00–4.50 Hz) was inversely related to SL. The pattern for SF in other studies is high–low–high, while the SL pattern is short–long–short. Using the length and speed data provided for sighted long jump finalists at the 2009 World Championships in Athletics,24 we calculated a mean SF of 4.54–4.31–4.73 Hz. As in our series, the antepenultimate, penultimate and last step had the lowest and highest frequencies, respectively, although the differences are smaller. We also compared the last three strides to calculate the relative differences in frequency. In our series, SF first decreased by 4.33% but then increased by 28.57%. The relative changes for the sighted athletes were much slighter (decreased by 5.04% and increased by 9.88%).

With respect to spatiotemporal variables for the actions executed prior to take-off and during flight, we found no statistical associations between tF12-tF13 and tSTR2-tSTR3 in our series. We did, however, observe significant differences for Tc1-tc2, tc1-tc3, tc2-tc3, TR1-tFL2, tFL1-tFL3, tSTR1-tSTR2 and tSTR3-tSTR4.

Very few studies have analysed contact and flight time in the final approach in long jump competitions, probably due to reservations regarding the accuracy of recordings in some cases. Because we used a 300 Hz camera, we believe that our results for these times are reliable. The contact times were 0.126–0.120–0.139 s for the last three strides.

An average board contact time of 0.120 s has been reported for sighted athletes.48 In our series, the mean contact with the take-off board was 0.134 s. As the aim of this board is to transfer run-up speed to take-off speed, it would only be logical that these speeds would correlate most closely with effective jump distance.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study of the actions of blind long jumpers, we found that the athletes, unlike those without disabilities, do not vary their leg actions during the final runway approach for optimal placement on the take-off board.

The number of strides regulated by sensory orientation in the run-up was positively correlated with jump distance. Accordingly, sensory orientation exercises should be used to develop spatial perception in blind people.
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